PKPS MEMBERSHIP MEETING May 9th, 2009, 9:00AM

Steve and Kathy Wakeman will be hosting our
meeting this month, located at 3104 Summerbend
Ct., Peoria
DIRECTIONS:
Travel North on N.
Knoxville (Rt 40) going
past North Point Shopping Center and over 474
overpass, to the stop
light. Turn left at stop
light which is Alta Rd,
going past stop sign to
Trailsedge subdivision
Turn Right into subdivision, Turn left at
Dahlia Ct, to Summer
bend and turning right,
3104 will be on the left.
Mr. Keith Worner will
be our speaker

ZOO POND

BIRTHDAY
The Zoo Pond needs some BABIES FOR MAY
touch up maintenance,
may I get some helpers so
we can knock this (helpful
community duty) out.
They are very short
handed to get the job finished. It will be after the
May 9th club meeting. We
should meet there between
12:30-1:00. Should only
take a couple hours.

OUR HEART FELT
SYMPATHIES GO TO

Give or send to:

Upon the passing of his
beloved wife Sharian.
She will be truly missed

JEAN CLARKE
6934 N. ST. MARY RD

Mr. Thomas Mitchell

PEORIA,IL 61614
Have you paid yours?

GOD BLESS YOU

May , 2009

Special points of interest:

1. Jeannie Barclay
2. Joyce Gettys
3. Terry Maltas

• Always bring your lawn chairs to
the meetings
• A pen and paper to jot down notes
• Membership Dues are Due
• Tid-Bits of info
• Membership Meeting locations

Some have already volunteered, Thank You,
Thank You, Thank You.

CLUB DUES ARE DUE
IN APRIL, ONLY
$20.00 FOR THE YEAR
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POND/WATER FEATURE OF THE MONTH
ZOO POND CLEANING 2008

——————————————

by Ron Kramer
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THROUGH THE FISH EYE
FLOWERS WITH HIST ORY
——————————————
BASIL
Often associated with Italian cooking, did you know the spice basil
originates in India? The sacred
spice has a religious connection to
the Hindu god, Vishnu. His wife,
Tulsi, is supposed to have originated in the form of basil. Hindus
consciously try to avoid harming
the holy plant, and must pray for
forgiveness if they harm the sacred
Tulsi. They also pray to Tulsi
twice a day. It is so revered and
holy that upon death, the head of
the deceased is soaked in basil water before being buried. A basil
leaf is then placed over the heart,
to ensure a safe journey to the
“afterlife”.
——————————————

NARCISSUS
Narcissus was a Greek god renowned for his ethereal beauty,
who was so in love with himself it
became his deathly downfall. He
would gaze at his reflection for
hours on end, never paying attention to Echo, the water nymph
deeply in love with him. He eventually drowned by starring at his
own reflection, struggling to grasp
the “stranger” in the water. Echo
mourned immensely for the god
who never loved her, but loved
himself so much it killed him. It is
said he turned into a single white
flower with a red center, juxtaposing his vanity and Echo’s bleeding
heart, now known as the ———
NARCISSUS FLOWER!
——————————————
Fox Tail
A winter-hardy underwater favorite, this plant has thin, wispy
leaves that grow from a stout central stem. The foliage is fluffy
when submerged, somewhat like a
fox’s tail from which it derivers its
common name . There are several
similar species including M. hippuroides, and M..spicate is often
sold, but it is highly invasive.
Avoid adding it to your water feature or pond.
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MEETING LOCATIONS and SPEAKERS

BY Nora Heruth
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Tips for small scale success
Homeowners new to pond-keeping
may be inclined to start with a small
fish pond. However, small fish ponds,
less than 1,000 gallons, can present a
greater challenge. For small fish pond
success, pay special attention to water
quality, stocking level, and oxygen
levels.
MONITOR AND MAINTAIN
WATER QUALITY
A smaller fish pond may seem easier
to maintain. After all, less water
means less work, right? Contrary to
this logic, a small fish pond may involve more maintenance if important
water parameters are not monitored
carefully and kept within acceptable
levels. Due to their smaller water volume, small fish ponds are more susceptible to the potentially harmful
effects of poor water quality. A large
volume of water dilutes toxins and the
effects of such harmful chemicals as
ammonia and nitrite. However, when
water quality issues occur in small
ponds, harmful chemicals can quickly
rise to toxic levels, placing great
stress on pond fish and the entire
pond ecosystem. A reliable master
pond test kit and scheduled routine
maintenance is essential for all ponds,
especially smaller ponds. Also, be
sure to routinely monitor pond water
temperature. A smaller pond is subject to greater change in temperature
since it is easier to heat or cool
smaller volume of water. Less water
means less stable temperatures and
that means more stress to pond fish. A
floating pond thermometer is an inexpensive tool that provides vital information regarding your pond environment.

by Dr’s Foster and Smith

MAINTAIN A LOW STOCKING LEVEL

Koi are considered the quintessential pond fish. However, they may
not be the ideal choice for small
fish ponds. Koi require a pond
with at least 1,000 gallons of water, and under ideal conditions,
these beautiful fish can grow to a
length of 36 inches! When choosing fish for your pond, always consider the adult or maximum size of
the species you are interested in. If
you have a small pond, resist the
purchase of young, juvenile Koi or
Comets. Though cute and seemingly manageable, comets can
grow over 12 inches in length and
can quickly crowd a small pond.
Instead, consider Ornamental or
fancy Goldfish. They are excellent
alternatives to Koi and are better
suited for smaller fish ponds. Keep
in mind that most well-maintained
ponds will support roughly 1 inch
of fish per ten gallons of water.
OXYGENATE SMALL PONDS
Similar to water quality, pond oxygen level is influenced by water
volume-more precisely, the water
surface where gas exchange occurs. A pond with a small water
surface area can experience poor
gas exchange. Without proper gas
exchange to replenish oxygen, a
series of negative events can occur
including fish stress and compromised biological filtration. Install
an aeration device or a water fountain kit to enhance gas exchange in
your small pond. Also, use a test

kit to accurately measure oxygen
levels. Test regularly, especially
during periods of warm weather, to
make sure your small fish pond
has enough oxygen for healthy
fish.
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TID/BITS OF INFORMATION

By Ron Kramer

For a beautiful Cedar seating
bench, contact Julie Richards in
Tremont, 309-613-0453. They are
beautiful, she is a close friend of
Rick and Barb Luick, members of
PKPS.

pond. When kept with Koi, Bitterlings may also feed on potential
parasites like anchor worms.

——————————————

Pond invertebrates are a great,
natural solution to both algae and
waste problems in ponds. Different
varieties of snails work endlessly
on cleaning the surfaces of the
pond for algae. Freshwater shrimp
and lobster are also popular, as
they eat filamentous algae and organic material accumulated in the
rockwork.

FANCY GOLDFISH:
“Fancy” Goldfish are gorgeous
additions. Specifically bred with
enhanced coloration or body characteristics (tail or head shape),
Fancy Goldfish are available in
numerous wonderful varieties including Veiltail, Orandas,
Shubunkins, and Sarasa Comets.
With Fancy Goldfish, its easy to
create a beautiful living mosaic in
your pond!
MOSQUITO FISH:
Did you know there’s a member of
the guppy family great for pest
control ? Tiny compared to Koi–
growing to only 3 inches– Mosquito Fish feed upon the larvae of
mosquitoes and other insects. And
because they are livebearers, its
fairly easy to raise your own fry in
ponds with plenty of plants for
hiding.
BITTERLINGS:
Bitterlings resemble small Koi
with tall bodies and pointed
snouts. These very active fish will
also feed upon insect larvae and
help control mosquitoes in your

INVERTEBRATES:

COMMON GOLDFISH:
Usually orange-red, common goldfish are easy to care for in a small
pond. Most grow less than 10
inches, are easily bred, and may
live for 10 years or more. They
prefer a weedy pond with a muddy
bottom. Common Goldfish are
hardy. They will tolerate water as
cool as 39*F and as warm as 95*F,
though not for long periods at either extreme.
RED COMET
A relatively new type of goldfish,
red comets boast elegantly long
fins and tail. Red comets are
hardy, tolerating water temperatures the same as goldfish, but not
for long periods at either extreme.
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Prairieland Koi
& Pond Society
Ron Kramer
President/Editor
1408 S. 14th Street
Pekin, IL 61554
Phone: 309-645-4459
E-mail: buggs844@comcast.net

We’re on the web!!!
Www.pkps1.com

It’s All For the Hobby
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